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GEH CLINIC REPORT TO AFRIKA MORGEN 2018.
Dear Members of Afrika Morgen,
We wish to thank you for all your kindness and concern toward us especially the
contribution of everyone to see that GEH clinic should be completed and put into use.
That is making sure that we can be able to rescue the lives of many. Thank you so much
for your relentless help. Our lord says: “give to where they cannot pay you back and your
blessings are complete”. That is a clear indication that, that person really lacks what you
have given to him or her. We will never pay you back. In a few words we say, thank you
so much.
The visit of Andreas and Toni from 23rd of February to the 24th of March 2018 is one of
our greatest achievements so far as GEH Clinic is concerned. Their presence and selfless
contributions in kind and in cash took us by surprise. They paid their tickets from their
private money to come to represent the Association “Afrika Morgen. When they arrived
in GEH, they were highly welcomed by us and the children under our care. We had our
first meeting with Andreas and Toni. During this meeting we discussed on the ongoing
work in the clinic. We also received hearty greetings from our friends through them and
some gifts and medications for some patients we requested for. We all were delighted,
excited and happy to have Andreas and Toni right here in Cameroon shortly after Sister
Ann’s visit to Germany and all the beautiful stories she brought back. It was a dream
come true!
They helped us with their skills, gave us reasonable recommendations of things to be
done in order to better the situation in the GEH campus as a whole. Their
recommendations included:
the need of a workshop, classification of tools for
maintenance, a canteen, a veranda which can permit patients to sit out and enjoy nature,
and a stable worker for proper work maintenance whose first year salary will be paid by
Afrika Morgen through the curtsy Hajo. We don’t know what becomes of this particular
worker’s salary for the subsequent years, that is, who should pay him? We will like to
mention here, with immense gratitude, the immeasurable financial contribution Hajo
through Afrika Morgen for this clinic. How Andreas got to bring in this man remains a
mystery and we can’t question. Andreas goes the same extra miles that every committed
ambassador goes together with his team.
Andreas and Toni constructed some shelves for us which we are now using to arrange
some things as well. Mr. Toni did the cleaning of windows in the clinic in a wonderful
way and we and all the children in GEH admired and are edified by that. Andreas on his
part made a game for Sr. Ann and Rev. Samuel. It was so amusing the way he did it. He
used the empty tins of milk, some pieces of wood and beer covers which he could find
around to produce this game. You cannot imagine this.
Andreas and Toni at the last days organized a party of snake bread with all the children.
They were all happy and this reminded them of their days with Rebbeka Diebold who
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introduced the snake bread to them. The visitors who came for visiting were very
inquisitive and gradually turned to be part of this snake bread party. It was a wonderful
evening in GEH with a very good weather. The neighbors’ children also joined and the
parents who came for their children also joined with serious excitement.
It is good to note that Andreas had his birthday when he was travailing to Cameroon for
GEH and for that reason he could not celebrate his birthday with friends. Toni on the
other hand had his own birthday on the day they were leaving. These two great men had
some similarity in their journey. They are good friends. They traveled together to
Cameroon for the same purpose. Andreas’ birthday on the arrival and Toni’s on their
return. The difference is that these two people were not born the same day, the same
country, and don’t have the same height. It was in this direction that the children in GEH’
decided to celebrate the birthday of the two and again with three other children in GEH.
Shalom, one of the girls in GEH baked all the cakes and decorated them. These two great
men left history in GEH.
The workers worked very hard and happily on the clinic. So much work was done in a
very short period. There were 15 builders and 4 electricians (who were later on reduced
to two as the work had progressed enough), 6 plumbers who were gradually reduced to 4;
2 painters and 2 carpenters. You could hear them singing joyfully because they got some
jobs that could help occupy them so that they were not harassed by the police as the
genocide problem is the talk of the day in the Anglophone part of the country. That could
help them also to get some money to help their families as well. We tried to give them
food daily. Presently they are almost done with their works.

Finance
We are encouraged and blessed by Andreas, the founder of Afrika Morgen who
mobilized people to raise funds to support GEH projects. He succeeded twice and got a
container full of resources for us. What a great story! This time around the Afrika
Morgen succeeded in getting twenty eight thousands Euro and a private loan from the
Association of Afrika Morgen to help us complete GEH’s Clinic for natural Medicine.
The money is spent for the clinic we requested for. It is good to mention here that we are
incurring some debts as the work on the clinic continues even after the return of Andreas
and Toni including the loans from the bank and the one of the Association, and so on. We
thank all the members who made it possible to pull us to be where we are now. We will
never regret this. Andreas and Toni also spent five hundred Euros for the external walls
of the Clinic.
 The detail account is already with Andreas and Toni who helped us with their
skills.
The clinic is provided with the space for:
 Administration
 Nurse’s room
 Conference room
 Consultation room
 Secretariat
 Male ward.
 Female ward
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